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Introduction to WFC2023
The World Forum of Central Securities Depositories (WFC) provides a place for regional CSD associations to 
exchange information, discuss issues of common interest and increase their influence and engagement on cross-
regional and global developments.

The previous WFC event attracted delegates from over 80 countries across the globe.  
The next WFC Conference will be held in person, in Prague, from 24 – 26  May 2023.

WFC2022 was an online edition of the WFC conference and was still rich in content and attracted the highest 
management and experts from the global CSDs community and beyond. Our most-recent in-person conference 
was conducted in Morocco in 2019, and attracted a deep interest of sponsors and participants. WFC2023 will be 
building upon the solid legacy of the previous online and in-person events. 

The key themes of WFC2023 are

Previously confirmed speakers include:

WFC2022 in numbers



Facilitating 
cross-border 

investment flows

FMI DLT pilots: 
lessons learned and 
challenges ahead

Settlement 
efficiency

Vision for the Global  
Post-trade

Systemic risk in  
Post-trade

Michael C. Bodson, 
President and Chief 

Executive Officer, DTCC

Wenhua Dai,  
Chairman, Asia-Pacific Central 
Securities Depositories Group

Stephan Leithner,  
Member of the Executive Board of 

Deutsche Börse AG, responsible for 
Pre & Post-Trading

Javier Pérez Tasso,  
Chief Executive Officer, SWIFT

Lieve Mostrey,  
Chief Executive Officer, 

Euroclear Group

Deborah Mercer Miller,  
Head of Securities Services, Citi; Chair 

of the Association of Global Custodians

Olga Cantillo,  
Executive Vice-President & 
CEO, Latin American Stock 

Exchange (Latinex) 

Manmohan Singh,  
Senior Financial Economist, IMF

 #WFC23 wfc2023.net 

715 
participants  

(virtually)

10 
sponsors

115 
expo visitors

315  
networking  

visitors

72  
speakers

80  
countries

http://wfc2023.net


Why Sponsor WFC2023?
This year’s 2023 edition is back in person and offers an unprecedented opportunity for sponsors to meet with top 
industry executives and market leaders of CSDs, regulators, central banks, international banks, local authorities and 
custodians.

We offer a wide range of packages - from the exclusive Diamond package, which offers maximum exposure for your 
company and some premium benefits both leading up to and during the event; down to lower cost Bronze branding 
opportunities, which are designed to complement or act individually in support of your marketing strategy. 

Whatever your budget and requirements, sponsoring WFC2023 is a profound way to successfully raise your profile 
throughout the five regional CSD associations in Asia-Pacific, the Americas, Africa and the Middle East, Europe and 
Eurasia.

Previous Sponsors of the WFC include:

PLEASE NOTE: The packages described in this brochure are by no means exhaustive and are meant only as a guide to the possible 
sponsorship and brand building opportunities that are available. If you have any specific requirements that you feel are not 
covered by these packages, then please do not hesitate to get in touch. We are always available to help you identify the options 
that suit your budget while maximising your value and visibility at the conference.

Contact: Irina Bussoli 
WFC2023@ecsda.eu 

“…I must say that it was one of the best panels 
assembled that I have seen and the dialogue was 
excellent.” Michael C. Bodson, Former President and 
Chief Executive Officer, DTCC

 “It was really well organized in terms of the agenda 
areas covered, the contributors, the balance of global 
contributors…” Manos Koufopoulos, CRO, AthexGroup

 “…a grand event teeming with industry insights 
and inspirations” China Securities Depository and 
Clearing Corporation Limited

 

“The event was conducted flawlessly… with 
participants and speakers across geographies and 
time zones.” Manoj Sarangi, Senior Vice President & 
CISO, NSDL

 “The sessions concluded yesterday have immense 
value, very senior speakers sharing their wealth 
experience via a panel discussions.

Gathered lot of valuable information on progress 
made by markets post COVID, expansion relating to 
digital strategies and diversification and IT strategies. 
“Nalin Fonseka, Senior Vice President, Central 
Depository Systems (Pvt) Ltd-Sri Lanka
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Why Sponsor WFC2023?

Named as Sponsor (at selected level) with logo on all relevant 
event promotion materials across all pre-event and event day 
materials, (relative to package chosen)

Opportunity to host a virtual exhibition booth with video content 
or documents to be viewed by all virtual attendees *

Opportunity to host an exhibition booth at the venue to meet 
with delegates and high-level speakers. Create a stand to 
promote a new report or paper and bring merchandise to 
further promote your brand **

Guaranteed complimentary delegate places to attend the full 
programme, including dinners.

Exclusive speaking position for a company representative to 
participate in the programme

Opportunity to put branded item(s) in the in-person delegate 
packs

Video interview opportunity for your speaker with the full 
interview edited into a standalone video to be shown at a time in 
the conference programme

Pre-event video opportunity to interview your speaker and for 
this to be shown on promotional materials, includng social 
media outreach

A private space within the venue to host bi-lateral meetings with 
up to 30 participants during the coffee breaks.

Opportunity to sponsor or co-sponsor the Welcome Dinner on 24 
May. Have your logo on the welcome signage

A private space to host a sponsored lunch, either a seated 
option or a networking buffet, with opportunites to show a 
presentation.

Sponsoring of the Gala Dinner. Have your logo on the welcome 
signage, menus and table plan, and choose guests for your 
table.

Exclusive opportunity to have your company logo on the 
delegate lanyards

Possibility to discuss special needs/demands with the 
organisers

* In the event that we reach maximum in person attendees and decide to include a virtual element to the conference
** stand includes space for a table top and roll up banner

65,000€ 
Diamond

Keynote Keynote High-level 
panel 

discussion

Up to 5 Up to 5 Up to 4 Up to 3

Prime 
location

Prime 
location

If  
available

50,000€ 
Platinum

40,000€ 
Gold

25,000€ 
Silver

15,000€ 
Bronze

 

(if available)
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